Advantage Communications & Paging introduces:

**HIPAA COMPLIANT PAGER MESSAGING**

Just when some thought pagers were antiquated technology easily replaced by cellular smart phones there comes a realization that cell phones really can’t do everything well and Pagers continue to evolve and perform.

Getting a secure message quickly and reliably in the basement of a building or the center of larger buildings like Hospitals, Medical Centers and Government buildings is one example. Getting a group of doctors or emergency responders notified of urgent messages fast (less than 20 seconds) is another. **Pager technology has evolved and provides benefits** of multiple input accesses of phone lines and internet portals to send messages. Page messages can be up to 750 characters, much longer than a phone text is able to match. **Pagers are now more secure than cellular smart phones.** Wireless phones are being hacked daily through use of Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, internet viruses’ and loss of phone. **Pagers can’t be hacked** because they have no means of access except through our paging carrier digital signaling. **NOW PAGING IS MORE SECURE** with Encryption enabled and locked messages requiring a pass code to read.

Advantage has upgraded our pager messaging system to provide Secure Wireless Messaging enabling HIPAA compliance for highly sensitive information. Utilizing NEW **Advantage Secure Pagers** and AES 128 bit key encrypted text messaging transmission to the Secure pager which is then locked in the pager until a secure code is entered to read the message.

**Advantage Secure Pagers** are considerably less expensive than a smart phone and paging service is also economical.

- **Current Advantage Paging users may trade in their existing pager for a special discounted price of $99.99 on a new secure pager and keep their same number.** (pager size and functions remain the same)

  * Secure Paging Service OPTION is only $5.00 per month additional to your existing rate.

  **This special introductory Secure Pager trade in price is good for a limited time.**
SWITCHING TO ADVANTAGE HIPAA COMPLIANT SECURE PAGERS IS EASY!

- Contact us to switch your existing pagers to our Secure Pagers and set a date to switch, your existing pager number remains the same,
- Notify your present answering service or medical centers using dial up modem access to use our special secure modem number (316-264-5151), all others using SNPP or email paging connection remain the same.
- Get the Advantage Secure Pager(s), Learn the unlock code and you are now secure!
- Trade in your existing Advantage Pager and agree to the optional billing and pager cost.

To place your order or learn more about HIPA COMPLIANT Secure pager messaging please contact Advantage Communications & Paging at 316-264-5005 or email us service@advcom.net

Advantage Communications is a locally owned and operated company providing Paging Systems and Services, Digital Mobile Radio Repeater Services, Two Way Radios, Wireless Internet Service, Wireless Networking Systems and Products, In Building Distributive Antenna and cellular signal booster systems, and a full service wireless communications shop with certified technicians.
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Advantage Secure Pagers Feature:

- EPOCSAG Coding Format
- 4-Line Display or Zoom to 2-Line
- 16 Cap Codes
- Narrowband Channel Spacing
- On/Off Duty Programmable
- 6 Alerting Modes
- 16 Programmable Alert Tone Sequences
- Graphic Battery Level Indication
- Loud 80 dB Alert Tone SPL
- 2025 Characters Personal Message capacity
- 5052 Characters Mail drop Message
- 1 Year Manufacturer Warranty
- AES Encryption Capable